Michael Kelley is this week’s student of the week. Michael joined the academy in the fall of 2012 after being a high school member since 2010. He is in the Mathematics research cluster working with Dr. Cook and he is currently seeking a degree in Mathematics. Michael is from Boone, NC and he was homeschooled and graduated in 2012. His favorite subject is Mathematics and he enjoys swing dancing, swimming (used to compete) and now for exercise, and hanging out with friends, particularly outside!

Michael is currently help lead two different study halls this semester, one in Math and the other in Physics. Michael’s most memorable moment from being in the Academy is presenting his physics research cluster’s project at the end of the semester when all their demonstrations failed but they still had a lot of fun, as well as everyone else getting a laugh with them. When asked to provide a quote about his experience in the academy, Michael said: “Science! [Followed by maniacal laughing]” Michael is hoping to attend graduate school after graduation.
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